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Abstract
Terminal assignment problems are placement problems in channel routing
in which each one of n entry terminals on one side of the channel is assigned
to one of m exit terminals on the other side of the channel. We study solu-
tions to terminal assignment problems that minimize the density. a cost meas-
ure closely related to the minimum channel width needed to wire the resulting
channel routing problem. We present a new characterization of the optimal
achievable density that leads to efficient algorithms for a number of terminal
assignment problems. and we show that other assignment problems are NP.
bard.
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Channel routing, the problem of connecting terminals across a channel.
arises in many layout systems for integrated circuits. The decisions of where
to place the terminals and how to select the terminals to be connected are
made before the routing and have considerable inDuence on the cost measures
of the routing, such as the cbannel width. In this paper we consider problems
in which an optimal assignment of every terminal on the upper row to a termi-
nal on the lower row of the channel is determined so that given conditions are
satisfied and the routing step produces a channel of minimum width. For a
number of such assignment problems we present efficient algorithms, and oth-
ers we show to be NP-hard.
We are given the positions of rr entry terminals, Pt•...•P,p
Pt< ... <P'J' on the upper row of the channel, and the positions of m exit
terminals, qt,··· .q"" qt< ... <q"" on the lower row of the channel.
IsPi ,qi:S; M • m~ n. Two of the problems discussed in this paper are the one-
to-any problem and the choice problem. In the one-to-any problem we have to
compute a one-to-one function / :[I:n l.. [1:m] so that every entry terminal Pi
is assigned to the exit terminal q, (i). Furthermore. the channel routing prob-
lem (CRP) consisting of the pairs. called nets. (Pt,q,(t», .. - .(P,. ,q, (11» must
have minimum density over all assignments. The density of the CRP is the
maximum over all x of the number of nels (Pi ,q, (i) for which Pi Sx < q/ (i) or
Pi>X~q'(i). The density is closely related to the minimum channel width,
and minimizing the density also minimizes the channel width in routing
models that consist of at least 2 layers [BB, PL. RBM]. The choice problun is
similar to the one-to-any problem. except that each entry terminal Pi bas a set
Pi of exit terminals associated with it. and we require that q, (i)E Pi for every
i. One of the results of this paper is that the one-to-any problem can be
solved in 0 (n +m) time. while the choice problem is NP-hard.
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Both problems, the one-to-any and the choice problem, can be viewed as
,
bipartite matching' problems in which a quantity, namely the density, has to be
minimized. But none of the known bipartite matching algorithms [L] provide
any insight into matchings that minimize the density. In this paper we develop
a technique that solves a number of problems, including the one-to-any prob-
lem, by a factor of 10811 faster over the solutions which use previously known
techniques. We also show that more general assignment problems, such 8S the
choice problem, are NP-hard. Thus. the complexity of matching problems
which minimize the density differs considerably from the complexity of the
standard bipartite matching problems.
The main contribution of this paper with respect to efficient 'algorithms is
a new combinatorial characterization of the best achievable density. This
characterization allows us to compute the best achievable density for assign-
ment problems efficiently. The actual assignment achieving this optimal den-
sity is determined once this density is known. Using this approach we solve
the one-to-any problem in time 0 (n +m), compared to time 0 «n +m )logn)
achieved by previously known techniques. We also consider the one-to-any
problem with fixed nets in which the input includes 11 additional nets. each of
which has its entry and exit terminals already determined. Thus, even before
the assignment is done, some positions in the channel have a non-zero density
because of the fixed nets. We show (i) how to compute the best achievable
density for the one-to-any problem with 11 fixed nets in time 0 (n +m +h), and
(ii) how to obtain an assignment achieving this density in time
o «n +m +h )Iog(n +h». In both cases we improve results obtained by known
techniques by a factor of 10811 .
A natural extension of the one-to-any problem is the range problem. Each
entry terminal Pi now has a range [Ii -"I] associated with it, and the assigned
exit terminal q, (I) has to be in this range. If I\s Izs ... S I,. and
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r1:srz:S _. - :Srll • the problem is called the ordut!d rangt! problt!m. We show
how to generate the optimal assignment for this problem in 0 (n +m) time.
We also consider the ordered range problem when fixed nets are present.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we consider the one-to-
any problem, and we discuss the main ideas used for pre-eomputing the best
achievable density. Section 3 shows how this tecJmique can be extended to
the one-to-any problem with fixed nets. In Section 4 we solve the ordered
range problem with or without fixed nets efficiently. 'Section 5 contains the
NP-hardness results: We show that the choice problem and the weighted ver-
sion of the one-to·any problem are NP-hard. In Section 6 and 7 we present
efficient solutions for two other terminal assignment problems. The first of
these is range problem when every Ii =1, and m =M, for which we we give an
o (nlogn) time algorithm. The second of these is the version of the previous
problems in which only s of the n entry terminals have to be assigned to an
exit terminal.
Different placement problems for channel routing have been discussed
and analyzed in recent papers. The offset problem [DKSSU. LaP, M] and the
rotation problem [AH] can be solved efficiently on a number of routing
models. Other efficiently solvable placement problems can be found in [LeP.
GCW]; Inherently difficult placement problems for channel routing are dis-
cussed in [GCW, LL, PI.
2. The One-to-Any Problem
Throughout this paper the input includes two lists. One list contains n
entry terminals Pt•.. · .P", lSPt< <p,,=SM, and the second list contains
m exit terminals qt•... ,qm. ISqt< <qmsM, m~n. In the ont!-to-cury
problt!m we compute a one-to-one function J :[1,11]- [1",,] such that if every
Pi is assigned. to q, (I). then the CRP consisting of the nets (Pi,q, (i» has
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minimum density. We use Pi (qj) to denote both the terminal P, (q,) and the
value of itS abscissa (which is an integer between 1 and M). Hence. qj<PI
means that exit terminal qj is to the left of entry terminal Pi. We will furth-
ermore assume that Pi ¢ qj for every i and J. This assumption is made only
for convenience. because if PI =qJ. then we can assign qj to Pi (Le., set
I (i)=j) and ignore tbe net.
If the solution contains PI and PJ with PI<Pj and q'(i»q,U)' then we
can always 'uncross' by assigning the exit terminal qf(j) to Pi and q{(i) to Pj.
Doing this cannot increase the density. Thus, there exists an optimal solution
with q, (1)< qf (2)< ... < q, (IJ)· Therefore the crucial step of the algorithm is
to select 11 of the m exit terminals which, when assigned to the entry termi-
nals, result in a CRP of minimum density. See Fig. 2.0 for an non-optimal and
an optimal selection.
Given an in teger d , d S 11, we can determine in time 0 (n +m) whether or
not there exists an asslgnment whose density is :s d. The algorithm for doing
this simultaneously scans, from left to right. the list of the entry terminals and
that of the exit terminals. Throughout the paper, we use "assigning Pi to qj"
and "joining Pi to q/' interchangeably. Assume we are at Pi and qj in our
scan of the list of entry and exit terminals, respecllvely. We assign qj to PI
only when doing so does not cause the density to exceed d. If we join Pi and
4j' then we continue with Pi+l and qJ+1' otherwise we continue with P, and
qj+1. The scan terminates with success as soon as it joins P", and with failure
if it fails to join some Pi to q", (Le., it 'runs out' of exit terminals). The fact
that the scan is at Pi and qj implies that each of Pt•... ,Pi-l already has an
exit terminal assigned to it, and that qJ > qf (i -1)' We note an interesting pro-
peny of the nets produced by this strategy: If Pi gets joined to qj and Pi < qj'
then all of the exit terminals between PI and qj have been joined to entry ter-
minals to the left of Pi j Le., none of them is available. We call this the left-
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compressed property. For example, the solution of Figure 2.0(b) is not left-
compressed (it would be left-compressed if P3 was joined to q3 instead of Q4)'
We now briefly outline how to determine whether joining PI to qj causes
the density to exceed d. Consider first the case when qj <Pi' Let Pi be the
leftmost entry terminal with Pi> qj' We can join Pi and qj without causing
the density to exceed d if and only if i -k < d. Now consider the case when
qj>P;' Letp.t be the leftmost entry terminal with q/(.t»P;. We can join Pi
and qj if and only if i -k < d. The reader may notice that if i -k =d , then we
already know that the algorithm will stop with failure.
The proof of correctness of the greedy verification algorithm described
above is left to the reader. The algorithm can clearly be implemented to run
in time 0 (n +m), and it suggests an 0 «n +m )logd) time algorithm for deter-
mining the optimal density aby binary search. Such a binary search technique
has been used in [LeP] for River Routing problems. The main result of this
section is to give a new combinatorial characterization of the optimal density,
resulting in an 0 (m +n) time algorithm for computing it. Once we have the
optimal density, the Oem +n) time verification algorithm outlined above can
be used to produce an optimal assignment of exit to entry terminals.
Throughout the paper. a net which crosses from position x to position
x +1 will be said to cross column x. More formally, a net (Pi,ll/ (I)) crosses
column x ifp;':5.X<Q/(i) or q/(i)Sx<PI'
DermitioD 2.1 For all x and y. 1':5. x:=:S y::S M, we define up (x ;y) (resp.
down (x ;y)) to be the number of entry (resp. exit) terminals whose position is
""z and "y. Lelou/(z,y) =up(z,y)-down(z,y).
We now define a quantity cit which, we will later show, equals the optimal
density J .
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Dennilion 2.2 Lei <I:J be defined as follows:
<I> = Max! Max fou.(x,y){21, Max ou.(I,>:) ,Max out (x,M)}
x oJ x z
Note that ow (P, /}; )=1, and therefore c1t~ 1.
Lemma 2.3 J ~ 41.
Proof: For every % and y. Is % S Y< M, at least oul (% iY) nets must cross
columns % -I and column y. Therefore. at least one of these columns is
crossed by lou. (x ,y ){21 nets. This implies Ihat J", fout (x,y ){21. For every x,
Is % S M, at least oul (I,.r) (resp. out (%,M)) wires cross column % (resp.
column .r -1), which implies that d2' out (I,.r) (resp. ~ out (%,M )). C
We now show that cII can be computed in time O(m+n). In order to do
so, we need the followi~gLemma.
Lemma 2.4 Given a sequence of positive and negative numbers Ct • ..• ,c", it
is possible to find, in time 0 (n), indices i and j, is j, such that
c, +Cj+l ••• +Cj is largest over all possible values i and j.
Proof: The proof is easy and is omitted. C
Lemma z.s tit can be computed in time 0 (n +m).
Proof: It is clear that computing each of Mu out (l,.r) and Mu out (%,M) can
x x
be done in time O(m+n). Note Ihat Max lout(x,y){21 is equal to
x;y
[
lhMIU oul (% IY )1. Computing Max oul (% iY) can be done in time O(n +m) by
x,y ;r;,y
(i) merging the list of the Pi's and that of the qj's and, (ii) in the resulting
sorted sequence al'··· ,0,"+11' replacing every aj by +1 if ai=Pj and by -I if
aj =qJ' then (iii) in the resulting (not sorted) sequence Cl' •.. ,C,"+II of +l's
and -l's, finding i and j, ISj, for which c,+··· +Cj is largest. Max ow (%,y)
x;y
is the sum Cj + ... +Cj. Steps (i) and (ii) can clearly be done in time 0 (m +n).
Step (iii) takes time 0 (m +n) as a consequence of Lemma 2.4. 0
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We now show that a solution which achieves density equal to ~ exists.
Lemma Z.6 d =<1>.
Proof: Lemma 23 implies that it suffices to show that J s.~. To do this, we
use the assigning strategy described in the verification algorithm: Simultane-
ously scan the list of the entry terminals and that of the exit terminals, joining
the currently scanned entry terminal to the next available exit terminal that
does not cause the density to exceed~. (An available exit terminal is one
that has not yet been assigned to a PI') If the assigning strategy terminates
with failure then one of the two following situations must have occurred.
A. An entry terminal Pn-i cannot be joined to q",_j and q",-j<Pn-I' Note
that even if the assigning strategy joins Pn _I to an exit terminal to the
right of q",_j, we eventually run out of exit terminals.
B. Some Pt cannot be joined to the next available exit terminal q~, and
Pt<qs'
From now on, we assume that the assigning strategy stops with failure 8S
soon as either situation A or B occurs. We claim that situation A or B cannot
occur; Le., we succeed in joining every entry terminal to an exit terminal
without exceeding density~. We prove the claim by contradiction. We obtain
the desired contradiction by examining in detail what prevented us from join-
ing Pn -i to q", -i in situation A, and what prevented us from joining PI; to qs
in situation B.
Situation A. In this situation we were unable to join P"_I to q"'-i because
there are <) entry terminals between q". _I and Pn-I' all of which were
joined to exit terminals to the left of q", -i' But then, we have
oul (q", -i +1,M )=<)+i +1-i =<)+1. a contradiction. See Figure 2.1.
SilUQtion B. We distinguish two cases.
Case J: There are no available exit terminals to the left of qs' See Figure 2.2.
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In this case we were unable to join PI:. to q: because there are ¢t exit
terminals between PI:. and q:, all of which were joined to entry termi-
nals to the left of PI:.. But tben, out (lrPl:. )=¢t+l. a contradiction.
Cas~ 2: There is (one or more) available terminal(s) to the left of q:. See Fig-
ure 2.3. Let qj be the rightmost available exit terminal that is to the
left of q:.' Note that qJ is to the left of PI:. (because of the left-
compressed property). Then there are I) entry terminals immediately
to the right of qj' all of which were joined to exit terminals to the
left of qj (otherwise qj would not be available). But then. we have
out (qj +I,pI:.)=2~+i,which in tum implies that
[oul(qJ+1",.)/2] =<1>+1,
another contradiction. 0
We are now ready to state the main result of this Section.
Theorem 2.7 The one-to-any problem can be solved in time 0 (n +m).
Proot: The algorithm and its correctness foHow from the preceding ~iscussion.
D
3. The One-to-Any Problem With Flsed Nets
In this Seclion we consider the one-to any problem as defined in Section 2
when. in addition to the Pi'S and q;'s. we have h fixed nets. A fixed Mt con-
sists of an entry and an exit terminal that are already joined. The fixed nets
are given as a list of h entry terminals vi••..• v'I' Vt< ••• <v,.. a list of h
exit terminals Wt•... 'Wh' Wt< .•. <wh' and an h-element permutation g
such that every (Vi .W,(i» is a net, Is ish. The problem is to assign 11 of the
q;'s to the p/s so that the resulting CRP has minimum density. The resulting
CRP now consists of the nets (Pi II, (I»' Is i s 11, and the fixed nets (V;.W,(f»'
Is ish. See Figure 3.0 for an example. We first show how to compute the
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optimal density of a one-to~any problem with h fixed nets in time 0 (n +m +h).
As in Section 2, there exists a solution of minimum density in which
qf (1)< ••• < q, (rI)' and the problem is again that of selecting n of the m exit
terminals that will be joined to the PI'S. We define up (x,y) (down (x ,y» as the
number of Pi'S (qj's) that are ~x and :Sy, and let out (x,y) denote the quan-
tity up (x .;y )-down (x ,y). Note that the functions up, down and out do not
depend on the fixed nets. The contribution of the fixed nets to the density of
column x is expressed in cross(x), which equals the number of fixed nets
crossing coJumn x. Recall that a net (Vi ,Wg(i» crosses column x if and only if
vi:SX < Wg(i) or Wg(i)Sx < Vi' We now define a quantity -qr which we will laler
show to be equal to the optimal density d.
Defioition 3.1 Let 'I" be defined as follows:






Lemma 3.2 d~ 'I" .
Proof: The proof is along the lines of that of Lemma 2.3 and is omitted. 0
Lemma 3.3 'I" can be computed in time O(m+n+h).
Proof: The proof is along the lines of that of Lemma 25, and is therefore
omitted. 0
Lemma 3.4 d='1" .
Proof: Lemma 32 implies that it suffices to show that d S '1"; Le., density qr
can be achieved. We use the same assigning strategy as in the proof of
Lemma 2.6, except that now 'I" plays the role of~. The observations made
about the assigning strategy at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 2.6 still
hold. We obtain contradictio,ns by examining why we could not join PII-i to
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q". _I in situation A. or PI; to qs in situation B.
Situation A. In this situation we cannot join PII_I to qm _I because there exists
a column oX, q".-i 'S.X <PII-i , in which the density is already "1'. Then
there are a="I'-cross(x) p/s at positions >x and <PII-i that are
joined to q/s that are < qm-I. This implies that
cross (x) +OW (x +1,M) = cross (x )+0 +i +1-i = -qr+1, a contradiction.
Situation B. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: There are no available exit terminals to the left of qs. In this case we
cannot join PI; to qs because there exists a column x, PI;:5 X < qs , in
which the density is already "1'. Then there are a="I'-cross(x) q/s at
positions> x and < qz that are joined to entry terminals to the left
of PI;. But then, we have cross (..r)+ow (l,x) = cross(x)+o+l = '1'+1.
a contradiction.
Case 2: There is (one or more) available terminal(s) to the left of qJ. Let qj
be the rightmost available exit terminal that is to the left of qz. See
Figure 3.1. ~ote. that qj is to the left of PI; because of the left-
compressed property. Then the following holds:
(i) There exists a column y, PI;:S Y< qJ' such that column y has
currently density "1'. Then there are "I'-cross(y) q/s at positions >y
and < qs that are joined to p,'s to the left of PI;' This follows from
the fact that we are unable to join PI: to qz.
(il) There exists a column x, qj'sx<PI:. in which the density is "1'.
Then 'I'-cross(x) p,'s at positions >x are joined to exit terminals to
the left of qj. If such an x did not exist, then q} would not be avail-
able.
Then (i) and (ii) imply thaI
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[(oul(z+1,y)+cross(z)+cro,.(Y)),I21", [('I'+'!'+1),I21 = '!'+1,
a contradiction. CJ
Theorem 3.5 The optimal density of a one-la-any problem with h fixed nets
can be computed in time 0 (n +m +h).
Proof: Follows from the last two Lemmas. 0
We next consider the implementation of the algorithm that produces the
assignment achieving density ~. The idea of the algorithm is the same as in
Section 2: Scan the list of the Pi'S and that of the qj's from left to right and
assign Pi to qj if density qr is not exceeded. When no fixed nets were present,
only one column had to be checked in order to determine whether or not the
density is exceeded. Now that fixed nets are present. density 'I" could be
exceeded in any column between Pi and qj. We outline an algorithm that pro-
duces the assignment in lime 0 «n +m +h )log(n +h )).
During the scan of the lists of entry and exit terminals we use a modified
2-3 tree structure T in which the leaves contain entry and exit terminal posi-
tions in ascending order. Initially, only the entry and exit terminals of the
fixed nets are stored in T. The nodes of T have additional entries that allow
us to compute the current maximum density between two positions in the
channel in 0 (Iog(n +h)) time. Assume we are at Pi and qj in the scan. We
then use T to determine the current maximum density between Pi and qj' If
it is less than qr, we insert the net (Max (Pi ,qj)' M.in (Pi .qj» into T. and con-
tinue with Pi +1 and qj +1' If joining Pi to qj exceeds density -qt, we continue
with Pi and qj+l' Inserting a net into T and recording its contribution to the
density in the columns between Pi and qj can also be done in 0 (log(n +h))
time. The implementation details of the assignment algorithm outlined above
are left to the reader. The rebalancing procedure for the tree structure is
similar to the one described in [AHUl.
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Theorem 3.6 An assignment to the one-to-any problem with h fixed nets
achieving density 'I' can be obtained in 0 ((n +m +h )log(n +h)) time.
Proof: The optimal density 'I' can be computed in 0 (n +m +h) time by
Theorem 3.5. The tree structure T described above allows us to obtain the n
exit terminals to be assigned to the n entry terminals in time
0«. +m +h )Iog(. +h)). 0
4. Ranges and Find Nets
A more general version of the one-to-any problem with (or _without) fixed
nets is the ordered range problem with (or without) fixed nets. In the ordered
range problem we are given for every entry terminal Pi two positions Ii and ri
with IjSri' ISisn, and we have Ifslis ···s/li and rtSrzs · .. Sr
ll
•
Each Pi has to be assigned to an exit terminal qf (I) that is in the range [Ii ,r,);
i.e.) Ii S q, (i)S ri' We say that qj is in the range of Pi if and only if Ii <; qj S ri.
The reader can easily verify that in the ordered range problem there exists an
optimal solution with q, (1)< .•• <qf(II). Fixed nets are represented as in
Section 3; i.e., the net (VI,W8 (i)' lsish, is a fixed net. We first sJ:t.ow that
the optimal density of the ordered range problem can again be computed in
o (n +m +h) time.
We assume for the lime being that the Ii'S (resp. rj's) are distinct. We
will later show that any problem for which this assumption is not satisfied can
be reduced 10 an equivalent problem where it is satisfied. We furthermore
assume that every I, (resp. r,) coincides with a qj' and that every qj is in the
range of a Pi. (If it is not, it is useless and can be removed.)
In addition to the functions OUl, up. down, and cross defined in Section 3,
we define two new functions, inl and inr: inl (x) (resp. inr (x» is the number
of non-fixed nets that have to cross column x because their Pi is s x (resp.
> x) while their Ii> x (resp. r, S x). Observe that in the ordered range
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problem at least one of int (x) and in' (%) is zero.
DerIDitiOD 4.1 Let A be defined 8S follows:




Note that in the quantities c:z. and -qt defined in Sections 2 and 3, respectively,
the second and third term were not combined for the sake of clarity. If J
denotes the optimum density we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.2 d~ A.
Proof: Once it is observed that ;nt (%)jn, (x )=0, the proof becomes similar to
that of Lemma 3.2, and is therefore omitted. 0
Lemma 4.3 A can be computed in time O(m+n+h).
Proof: The proof is along the lines of that of Lemma 25, and is therefore
omitted. 0
Lemma 4.4 d =A.
Proof: Lemma 4.2 implies that it suffices to show that density A can be
achieved. We modify the assigning strategy described in the proof of Lemma
2.6 to take care of the fact that Pi cannot be joined to any qj that is not in its
range. The assigning strategy stops with failure if some Pi cannot be joined to
an exit terminal in its range. We now prove that this assigning strategy must
succeed. Suppose that, to the contrary, we fail to join Pj to any of the q/s in
its range. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: We were unable to join Pi to ',. 'j<Pi' Note that', must be avail-
able because it is not in the range of any of the Pj's that are to the
left of Pi (recall that we are temporarily assuming that the ,/s are
distinct). In this case there must be some x, 'i S % <Pi. such that
there are A-cross(%) Pj'S that are ~x and <Pi and are joined to
q)'s that are <'i' (If there were no such % then we would be able to
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join p; and ri.) Those A-cross(%) Pi's are- to the left of p; and
hence their r/s are <r~. This implies that inr(%) ~ A-cross (%)+1,
and therefore illr (% )+cross (%) ~ A+1, a contra~iction.
Case 2: We were unable to join P, to ri' ri > Pi. Let qQ be the position of the
leftmost available exit terminal that is in the range of p, with qQ> P,
(possibly, qQ=r,). Then there must exist some y. PiSy<qQ' such that
there are A-cross(Y) unavailable q/s that are >y and <qQ (other-
wise Pi would have been joined to q Q)' Those A-cross (y) q/s are
joined to the A -cross (y) Pi's that are immediately to the left of Pi.
Now, we distinguish two sub-eases.
Sub-case A: All the qj'S to the left of q Q are unavailable .. In this case
qQ=li and every' PI: to the left of Pi is joined to its It. But then,
inl (y)'" A-cross (y)+1, wbicb implies Ibal inl (y )+cross (y)'" A+1, a
contradiction.
Sub-case B: There exists at least one available exit terminal to the
left of qQ' Let qp be the rightmost available exit terminal to the left
of qQ' There must be some % between qp and P, such that
A -cross (% -1) Pt'S with PI: ~% are joined to q/s that are < %. Note
that such an % must exist both when qp> Ii and when qpS I" since
otherwise qp would not be available (because it is in the range of at
least one Pj)' But then, we have
l(out(z,y)+cross(z-I)+cross(Y))/21 = 1(2A+I)/21 = A+1,
a contradiction. 0
We now show that an ordered range problem which does not satisfy the
assumptions we rltade earlier can be transformed in 0 (II +m) time into an
equivalent problem which does satisfy these assumptions. Recall that these
assumptions were that the Ii'S are distinct, the Tj'S are distinct, that each II
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and Ti coincides with a qj' and that every qj is in the ran,ge of at least one PI'
First, the problem is modified in an obvious way so that the last two assump-
tions hold. Then, the I/s are made distinct as follows: H Pi and Pi +1 have I;
= 1i+1 =- qj, for some j, we change the value of Ii +1 to Qj+1' Such a change is
justified by the facts that (i) no more than one entry terminal can get
assigned to position Ii' and (ii) there is an optimal solution without any cross-
ings. The Tj'S are made distinct in a symmetric manner. We leave it to the
reader to verify that the above transformations can be implemented in
o (n +m) lime by scanning the list of P, 's and that of the q; 's first from left to
right and then from right to left. This scan is also used to detect whether or
not the given range problem has a solution, Le. whether it is possible at all to
assign to every Pi a qj without violating the range constraints.
Theorem 4.5 The optimal density of an ordered range problem with h fixed
nets can be computed in time 0 (n +m +h).
Proof: Follows from the above Lemmas.
Theorem 4.15 An assignment to the ordered range problem achieving density A
can be obtained in 0 (n +m) time when no fixed nets are given.
Proof: The algorithm is similar to the aSSignment algorithm described in Sec-
tion 2, and details are omitted. 0
Theorem 4.7 An assignment to the ordered range problem achieving density A
can be obtained in time 0 «n +m +h )log(n +m» when h fixed nets are given.
Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.6. 0
5. GeDeraUzatioDs whicb are NP~bard
In this Section we show that two generalizations of the assignment prob-
lems discussed in the previous sections are NP-hard. Consider first the
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weighted one-to-any problem: Assume a positive weight wi is associated with
every Pj' The density of column x is now defined to be the sum of the
weights of the nets that cross column z. For example. if the w/s of the CRP
shown in Figure 2.0(a) are 15,7,12. tben the density is 19.
Theorem 5.1 The weighted version of the one-to-any problem is NP-hard.
Proof: The proof is by a transformation from PARTITION. Let a]• ..•• all
be an instance of the PARTITION problem [GIl, and create in polynomial
time the following instance of the weighted one-to-any problem. Let
M =3n +2. and create n +2 entry terminals Po• ..• 01'11+] such that Pi =n +i +1.
Os i ==:; n +1. Also create 2n exit terminals ql'···,q2z1 such that q, =i if
l==:;iSn, and qi=n+2+i if n+lsiS2n. (See Figure 5.1.) In addition, if we
let Wi denote the weight associated with P,. then set wo=wlI +1=al+··· +a,..
and set wj=ai for ISisn. The minimum density in the resulting weighted
one-to-any problem equals 3(a]+ ..• +a,.)/2 if and only if the PARTITION
problem has a solution. 0
The second problem shown to be NP-hard is the most general terminal
assignment problem, the choice problem. In the choice problem we are given
for every entry terminal Pi a set Pi of mj exit terminals. We have to assign
each entry terminal Pi to one of the exit terminals in P~ (i.e .• qf (I)EP j ) so that
the CRP consisting of the nets (Pj ,qf (i) has minimum density. The Pi'S need
not be disjoint. We show that the choice problem with every mi =2, called Ihe
2-choice problem, is already NP-hard. The proof is by a transformation from
monotone 3-SAT, in which every clause of a boolean formula in conjunctive
normal form contains either 3 unnegated or 3 negated variables. [GJl.
Theorem 5.2 The 2-choice problem is NP-hard.
Proof: Let C 1• C 2•··· ,Ctl be the k] clauses which contain only unnegated
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variables. and which we call the positive clauses. Let D t • D 2• . - - PI;] be the
k 2 clauses which contain only negated variables, and which we call the nega-
tive clauses. Let Xt..x2• ... ..xII be the variables used in the k t+k 2 clauses. and
let 01 (resp. 0;) be the number of occurrences of Xj in the positive (resp. nega-
tive) clauses. The l-th leftmost occurrence of the variable x; in the positive
(resp. negative) clauses is referred to as xil (resp. iii)' Is is n , Is I S OJ (resp.
Is I S if;). We can assume that each variable Xj occurs in at least one positive
clause and in at least one negative clause. If Xj appears only in positive (resp.
negative) clauses we can set Xj tc;J true (resp. false) and delete all the clauses
containing Xj (resp. .ii).
Given an instance of the monotone 3-8AT problem we create the follow-
ing instance of the choice problem on a channel of length M = 6(k t +ki)+2n.
For each clause we create 6 entry and 6 exit terminals. To the left of the
6(k 1H: i) terminals associated with the clauses we create n entry terminals at
positions 1, ... ,II, and to the right we create n exit terminals at positions
n+6(k,+k,)+!, ... ,2n+6(k,+k,). See Figure 52. For each posi'ive clause
Cr = (Xil~!xjl;'I.xl;l) the 6 entry terminals are called xUI • xJ1'l' Xtl]' Yil l ' YJ1'l' and
Y.l:I]' Below these are 6 exit terminals: uil i • uJ1a' Uti]' iii,\. "JI'l' and Uti]' See Fig-
ure 53(a). The entry terminal Xiii and the exit terminal Ujll are at position
n +6(r -1)+1. For each negative clause Dr = (xil~/xjl;'IXtl]) the 6 entry termi-
nals are ii, l, X]'a' Xl;l]' Yill ' Y}'2' and JI;I]' and the 6 -exit terminals are Viii' Vjl'l'
vi,]. Vii!. vJ12• and Vii]' See Figure 53(b). Setting Xi = true will correspond to
joining every Xii to uil. Is l:s OJ. and to joining every itt to viI;, Is k S iii.
Setting Xi = f~se will correspond to joining every XII to "il' and to joining
every.iit to ViI;'
For every entry terminal Xii (resp. iii) let the set of exit terminals, called
the choice set. be Xii = {UII. iii,} (resp. Xii = {viI.Vi,}), Then the clause
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(xil~/Xjlz\lXiIJ is satisfied if and only if the density created by the 3 nets
corresponding to the x's in the clause is less than 3. The y's (resp. y's) arc
used to make the assignment consistent; i.e., if x, is assigned a true-value in
one clause. it has to be assigned a true~value in all the other clauses in which
it appears. Let the 11 leftmost entry terminals be xiO••••.xno. and let the 11 right-
most exit terminals be 11 1,01+1' ••• ,1111 ,0.+1" Let the choice sets for the entry
terminals be as follows:
choice set for Xi 0 is
Yil
X iO = {un, vn}
Xii = {Uit, Uil}
fit = {uil.UiJ+1}
Xu = {Vi" v,,}





This construction links all occurrences of Xii and .i"a together. Is 1s 0;,
Is k :S Oi. so that either every XII is assigned to uil and every .iii is assigned to
vii:. or every xit is assigned to iii, and every.i"a is assigned to Vii. Figure 5.4
,
shows these two possible assignments. It is clear that, given a boolean for-
mula, the 2-choice problem corresponding to tbe construction described above
can be created in polynomial time.
We claim that a given boolean formula is satisfiable if and only if the
corresponding 2-cboice problem has a solution of density less tban 11 +6.
Assume that the boolean formula is satisfiable. Assign every Xii to uit and
every Xii to 1I;i if Xi is true in the formula. Assign every Xii to "it and every
iii to ViI if Xi is false. In each case there remains only one exit terminal to be
assigned to each of the y's and Y's. The construction created for each variable
x, adds I to the density in the columns between position 11 and 11 +6(k1+k 2).
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Since at least one Xii (resp. ii.t:) in each clause is assigned to the exit terminal
al the same position (otherwise the formula is nol satisfied). the density of the
solution to the 2-choice problem obtained in this way is at most n +4.
Now assume that the 2-choice problem has a solution with a density less
that n +6. Observe that as soon as one Xii' Yil J ii.t:, or Yi.t: chooses its exit ter-
minai, the exit terminals to be chosen by the remaining entry terminals with i
as first subscript have been determined. This corresponds to a consistent
true/false assignment to Xi in the boolean formula. Furthermore, setting every
Xi to true if Xn is joined to un and to false if Xu is joined to U;t results in a
true/false assignment to the n variables that satisfies the boolean formula.
This is seen as follows. If one positive clause is not true, then the 3 exit ter-
minals corresponding to the x's in this clause are assigned to the ii's, which
tben implies that the 3 y's are assigned to the u '5. Hence, density n +6 is
achieved in column Xii,. a contradiction. A similar argument holds when a
negative clause is not true. This concludes the proof of the Theorem. C
6. The One-Sided Range Problem
We next consider the version of the range problem in which every Ii =1.
We show how to solve this one-sided range problem in O(nlogn) time when
every position on the lower row of the channel contains an exit terminal; i.e.,
q; =i for 1::5 i::5 M. The input now consists of a list L 1 containing n entry ter-
minals and their right bounds (PloTt),'·· ,(P",r,,) with 1::5Pl< ... <p,,'5.M
and 1::5 r(S M. The solution is a CRP of minimum density consisting of the
nets (Pi ,q, (i) with Is q, (i)::5 Ti· See Figure 6.0(a) and (d). In this section we
can a net (Pi,q, (i) a right net if Pi < q, (i)' a left net if Pi> qj (i)' and a trivial
net if Pi =qj (i)' We call an entry (Pi,ri) with Pi <: Ti a Tight enlry (since the net
(Pi.Q.'(i) can be a right net), and we call an entry (Pi"'i) with Pi>Ti a left
entry (since the net (Pi ,q, (I» has to be a left net).
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The technique used to determine the optimal assignment in the one-sided
range problem is somewhat different from the one used in the previous sec-
tions. Instead of computing the optimal density and then using an assignment
algorithm, we describe an algorithm that achieves the optimal density in time
o (nlogn) without pre-computing. Our algorithm is preceded by two prepro-
cessing steps. In the first one we generate a list L2 containing the entries
(Til'Pil)•..•• (Tj., Pi) sorted lexicographically in increasing order. We also
determine the position of each Pi in L2 and the position of each Ti; in L 1.
This information can be generated in 0 (n logn) time.
In the second preprocessing step we transform the problem into an
equivalent one with distinct Ti ·s. The tie-breaking rules for making the Ti'S
distinct are as fonows. If a left and a right entry have the same Tj, we change
the right bound of the right entry to T,-I. If two left entries, respectively two
right entries, have the same T" we change the right bound of the entry with
the smaner Pj to Tj-1. See Figure 6.0(b). The justification for these rules is
as in Section 4.
We make the Tj'S distinct by scanning list L2 from right to left. We apply
the tie-breaking rule at all positions in the channel that contain two or more
right bounds initially, and at positions that received two or more right bounds
as a result of applying the tie-breaking rule to positions to the right. We use a
heap to store the entries encountered during the scan of L 2 and whose right
bounds have not yet been changed to their final value. Assume that we are at
position x. and that there are k entries with Ti =x. Insert the k entries in the
heap, and delete the entry with the largest P, value. The final right bound of
the deleted entry is x. (Note that we did not need a heap in Section 4
because the lj's and Tj'S were ordered.) It can easily be shown that this pro-
cedure changes the right ranges correctly and that it can be implemented in
O(nlogn) time. We thus have the following Lemma.
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Lemma 6.1 Every one-sided range problem can be transformed in 0 (n logn)
time into an equivalent problem in which all Ti'S are disUnct.
Proof: Follows from the above discussion. 0
From now on we assume that all the Tj'S are distinct. Let inr (x) be the
number of left entries (Pi,ri) with Pi>x and Tj:SX. These entries need an
exit terminal qf (i):5.x and thus cross column x coming from the right. Since
inr (x) exit terminals ar.e needed by entries passing through column x from the
right, right entries with PiSX and ri>x may have to get assigned to an exit
terminal >:c and thus pass though column x coming from the left. As an
example, see the entry (P2,rz) in Figure 6.0(a). Let inl (x) be the number of
right entries that have to pass through column x from the left. If we define
a(x) to be equal to .x if xc:: 0 and to equal 0 otherwise. then Inl (x) =
a(inr(x) + up (l,x) - x). Recall that now down(l,x)=x. We now define a
quantity r. which we will show to be the best achievable density.
DermitioD 6.2: Let r be defined as follows:
r = Ma:c{inr(x)+in/(x)}
z
Lemma 6.3 d c:: r.
Proof: The proof is along the Hnes of that of Lemma 42 and is omitted. 0
First,. observe that there exists an optimal solution in which every right
entry (Pi.ri) is assigned to an extt terminal at a position c::p, (since all the ,,'s
are distinct).. A right entry (Pi,ri) that is assigned to the exit terminal at posi-
tion Pi does not add to the density. Hence, each. right entry initially claims
the exit terminal at Pi 8S the one it is assigned to. However. we may not be
able to assign every right entry to the exit terminal in position Pi. If a left
entry (pj,rj) does not find an unclaimed exit terminal (Le., an exit terminal
not claimed by a right entry) at 8 position S'j' a right entry (Pi,rl) with
PI S rj has to give up its claim on the exit terminal at position Pl and take one
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at a position>P," Hence, a right entry will be assigned to an exit terminal so
that the resulting net is either a trivial or a right net, but never a left net.
This leads to an algorithm for the one-sided range problem that consists of 4
phases. Each phase can be implemented in 0 (n) time.
,
Phase 1. Tentative trivial net assignment: all right entries (Pi,r,)
claim the exit terminal P"
Phase 2. Determine the rimt entries whose claimed exit terminals
are needed for left entries.
Phase 3. Assignment of the left entries.
PMse 4. Assignment of the remaining right entries.
Phase 1 can easily be implemented in 0 (n) time. In Phase 2 we scan list
L 2 from left to right. Assume we determine at position x that an additional
exit terminal at a position ~x is needed. Then the rightmost right entry
(Pi,ri) with Pi'S,x and 'i>x that was tentatively assigned as a trivial net gives
up its claim on the exit terminal at position Pi' We say that the right entry
(P;,rj) is taken out. Note that the taken out right entry (PI";) will always
encounter a free exit terminal between position x +1 and 'j. This follows
from the fact that the 'j's are distinct. In order to implement Phase 2 in 0 (n)
time we use an auxiliary list that allows us to find the next right entry to be
taken out in constant time. The auxiliary list contains initially all right entries
of list L2. and we delete entries that are taken out or that have 'j'S,x. Note
that for achieving density r it is not crucial that the right entry closest to
column x is taken out. This is a convention used by the algorithm that
enables us to determine' the entry that can be taken out efficiently.
In Phase 3 we scan the list L 2 from right to left and assign each left entry
(Pi,rl) to the first exit terminal x:S'1 that is not used in a trivial net. The left
entry (P,,rj) has preCedence over other left entries (Pj,rj) with 'j<'j' We
record in list L 1 and L 2 the exit terminal assigned to each left en try. Thus,
Phase 3 can be implemented in O(n) time.
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In Phase 4 we· assign Ihe remaining right entries. Recall that each taken
out right entry (Pi.ri) gets assigned to an e~it terminal at a position>Pi' We
scan list L 2 from right to left. A list of length 0 (n) containing information
about the positions of the free exit terminals is initially obtained from L 2, and
is scanned simultaneously. Assume we are at position .r where .r =ri and
(Pi ,ri) is a taken out right entry. We then assign Pi to the rightmost free exit
terminal at a position S.r. This exit terminal can be determined in 0 (1) time.
It is possible that two taken out right entries are assigned to exit terminals so
that the corresponding nets cross each other when they don't bave to. But the
contribution to tbe de~sity of two crossing right ne~s is identical to the contri-
bution to the density of tbe two uncrossed nets. The list containing the infor-
mation about the free exit terminals can be handled so that the total amount
of time needed to assign the taken out right nets in 0 (n).
Theorem 6.4 The one-sided range problem can be solved in time 0 (n logn) by
an algorithm that achieves density r.
Proof: The correctness and the 0 (n logn) time bound follow from the above
discussion. Note that only the preprocessing steps require 0 (n logn) time. It
remains to show that the algorithm achieves density r. Figure 6.1 shows the
10 configurations that can occur at any position .r. 1s:r~M. In the CRPs
generated by ihe algorithm configurations 6.1(e) and (i) cannot occur since a
right entry is only taken out when its exit terminal is needed by a left entry.
Let d~ be the density in column .r. We wi11 now show that for every.r.
d..r~r. Suppose there exists a column .r with d..r>r. Choose.r so that
column x +1 has a smaller density; i.e., d..r+l<d..r' The density in column x is
created by drz right nets and dl..r left nets where dr..r +dl~ = d..r' From the
algorithm it follows that dr~sdl~. Lol column:r +1 the situation 6.1(b). (c). or
(f) has to occur. (All other situations are density increasing or density
preserving.) The exit terminal at position x +1 is taken by a right net in
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situation 6.l(b) and (f) and is empty in situation 6.1(c). In both cases no left
entry could take this exit terminal in Phase 3, and hence, dl~=inr (x). If
dr;c=O, then inr(x»r, a contradiction. If dr~>O, the dr~ right entries cross-
ing column x have been forced out by left entries. The number of forced out
right entries is inr(x)+up(I,x)-x. Hence, inr(x)+inl(x) = dl~+dr;c > r, a
contradiction, and the Theorem follows. c
7. Choosing Fewer Than D Nets
Consider the one-to-any problem with the following modification:
Instead of choosing n nets. we want to choose s nets, s<n, such that the
resulting CRP has minimum density. In other words, we must select s of the
n entry terminals, s of the m exit terminals, and then assign the j'll selected
entry terminal to the j'll selected exit terminal. l=Sj=Ss. We show that this
problem can be solved in time 0 «n +m )Iogd). where d is the optimal density.
First we give a verification algorithm which, given an integer k, decides in
time 0 (m +n) whether a=s k. The claimed result follows by using such a
verification algorithm to compute d in a binary search manner.
The algorithm consists of a scan of the list of entry terminals and that of
exit terminals. Let ENT (resp. EX) be the index of the entry (resp. exit) ter-
minal currently scanned (i.e. if the scan is at P, and qj then ENT =i and
EX=j). Let COUNT contain the number of nets created so far.
OutUne or the Verification Algorithm
Input: The Pi 's, the q, 's, s and an integer k.




Set ENT - 1, EX - 1, COUNT _ O.
Repeat Step 2 until COUNT =$ or EX = m +1-or ENT = n +1.
If joining PENT to q£JC does not cause the density to exceed k then
create the net (PENT' qa) and increment each of ENT. EX and
COUNT by one. Otherwise do the following:
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Cast! J: If PENT < Q£1C then increment ENT by one.
Case 2:"lf qn < PENT then increment EX by one.
Step 3: If COUNT=s then output 'Yes', otherwise output 'No'.
End of Verification Algorithm
To prove correctness of the above algorithm, it suffices to show that there
is a solution with density ~k if and only if the above algorithm answers 'Yes'.
If the above algorithm answers 'Yes' then it is clear that the s nets it pro-
duced are a solution whose density is S k. We now show that if there is a
solullon whose density is sk then our algorithm answers 'Yes'. Let al,...•CII
be the nets produced by our verification algorithm. To prove that our algo-
rithm answers 'Yes' it suffices to show that 1=$. Among all valid solutions
(i.e. solutions with density ~ k). choose the one having as many nets as possi-
ble in common with the nets al"",a,. Let Pb...•P, be the nets of this valid
solution. We claim that CIi=Pi for every ISiSI. We prove this claim by
induction on i:
Basis: First, note that at=(Pl,ql)' If pl';cat then the nets a ..pz•...•P, consti-
tute another valid solution which has one additional net in common with
CII •• ··.CI'. a contradiction. Hence, Pt=(It.
Induction: Suppose that CI j =P j for all j < i and that (Ii'* Pi. To get a con-
tradiction. it suffices to show that setting Pi equal to a; yields a valid solu-
tion. Let aj =(a ,b) and Pi =(c,d). From Step 2 of the algorithm, it follows
that a:S c and b :5' d. This impHes that if we change Pi from (c,li) to (a,b).
Pb...•Ps scill form a vaHd solution, a contradiclion.
This compleCes the proof of the claim. The claim implies that I =s,
because if 1<$ Chen the algorithm would have selected at least one additional
net al+t (possibly (I, +t=P, +1)' This completes the correcCness proof of the
verification algorithm.
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Tbeorem 7.1 The modified one-to·any problem in which only s nets are gen-
erated. s < n. can be solved in time O«m +n)logd).
Proof: It is not hard to see that the verification algorithm can be implemented
to run in time 0 (m +n). Since logd applications of that algorithm produce an
optimal solution. it follows that such an optimal solution can be found in time
o«m +n )Iogd). 0
The above modification for choosing only s nets can also be applied to
the one-to-any problem with fixed nets and to the range problem with/without
fixed nets. The details are left to the reader.
8. Conclusions
In this paper we presented efficient solutions to 8 number of different
terminal assignment problems, and we showed that some more general ver-
sions of the problems considered are NP-hard. We introduced a new way to
characterize the optimal density for the one-to-any and the ordered range
problem both with and without fixed nets. Once the best achievable density
was known, our assignment strategy produced an optimal assignment of entry
to exit terminals. For two other assignment problems different methods were
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Situation B when there are no free exit terminals to the left of q,
Figure 22
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Situation B when there are free exit terminals to the left of q,
Figure 2.3
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(a) 'terminals for the clause (xui'!Xjli/xv) (b) Terminals for the clause (Xui'!X;Ii/XV)
Figure 53
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Solid lines show the assignment corresponding to Xi = true,
dashed line~ show the llSSI1lIJIIIl'nt correspondiiig to Xi = false
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(c) after phase 3
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